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We enumerate, up to isomorphism, several classes of labeled vertex-transitive digraphs with a 
prime number of vertices. 
There are many unsolvedi enumeration problems stated in [S]. Recently, 
Robinson in [8] posed more enumeration problems. Here, we give some partial 
answer to the problems posed on p. 181 in [S], i.e., bj using some of the results 
in [3] and [4], we enumerate several classes of labeled vertex-transitive digraphs 
with a prime number, p, of vertices; specifically, we count those that are 
symmetric (both vertex-tracsitive and edge-transitive), those with a given group of 
automorphisms and those that are self-complementary. Roughly, our method is to 
use the group of automorphisms, P6lya’s and de Bruijn’s enumeration theorems 
and the following lemma. 
l&emma 1 (See [S, Chapter I]). Let HI, I&, . . . !, Ht be all nonisomorphic digraphs 
(graphs) with n vertices and II’(Hi)l be the order of the automorphism group I’(&) 
OfHifOri=1,2,..., t. ‘Then the total number of distinct labeled digraphs (graphs) 
with n vertices i  C:=l n!/lr(&)l. 
Theorem 1. The nun&r of labeled symmetric digraphs on a prime number p 
vertices is 
(P - IN 
2+c---- 
n n 
wh.ere n is a divisor of p-l, and l<n<p-1. 
Proof. In [3], Theorem 3 states that the grcnp of automorphisms r(X) of a 
non-null and non-complete vertex-transitive di!graph X on p vertices is generated 
by R and a with defining relations RP = e, u” x= e and a-’ Ro = R’ where e is the 
identity of r(X), n divi\des p - 1, 1 s n < p - 1 and rF’ = 1 (mod p). If the digraph 
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X is symmetric, then, by Corollary 3.1 in [3], ir(X’)( = np where n is the degree of 
X. 
By Lemma 1, including the nuII and complete graphs with p vertices, the total 
number of labeied symmetric digraphs with p vertices is 
where n is a divisor of p-l, and l<n<p-1. 
In Theorem 4 of [4] we used the group structure described in the preceding 
yrtmf to enumerate the non-isomorphic digraphs with a prime number p of 
vertices and with group of automorphisms a(I?, u), where u = 7m and TV-’ = e. 
This enumerating function is 
;; ; t#D(d)( 1-c Xdnp)m’d (1) 
where the sum is takt:n over the divisors d of m, mn = p - 1 and where 4 is 
Euler’s 4 function. 
w 2. The enumerating function for the non-isomorphic classes of vertex- 
transitive digrtaphs with a prime number of vertices and with the grotop of au- 
tomorphisms (R, TV) is 
; P(E) l $ jj 4b-W + xd’YDid (2) 
where m divides p - 1, Dn = (p - l), the first sltmm&ion is taken ovpr the divisors D 
of nt and the second over the divisors d of D, p is the Miibius fu.;ction. 
We omit the proof here. Our Lemma 2 is a generalization of Theorem 5 in [4]. 
There we enumerated the digraphs with p vertices and with the group of 
automorphisms (I?, rp-‘) = (R). Here we apply the same excIusion-inclusion prin- 
ciple to the group of automorphisms (R, P). 
&ample 1. For p = 13 and m = 6, we enumerate the digraphs with 13 vertices 
each of whose group of automorphisms is (R. T”). By (2), we have 
t, 1 4(&l+ x2hd)6’d - f c 4(d)(l t x-~)~“ 
dih d)3 
-4 c (g(d)(l+x 7Xd)Xd +(I + xlSh~ = X?“+2x”“~+3X78+2x104+X130~ 
dl-2 
Thus, on 13 vertices there arc 9 nonisomorphic digraphs with the group of 
automorphisms (R, rh): one has 26 edges, 2 have 52 edges, etc. Since the order of 
the group (R, 7’) is 20 13, by Lemma 1, the number of labeled digraphs on 13 
vertices having the group (R, TV) is 9 l 13!/2 l 13 = 54 l ll!. 
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Replacing x by 1 in (2) and applying Lemma 1, we have 
Theorem 2. The numk of labeled digraphs with a prime p vertices and wizh the 
group of automorphisms (l?, TV) is 
.- . i ; 4(d) 9 2D1d]m(p - 2)! (3) 
whew m divides Q - 1, the first summation is taken owr the divisor D of m and the 
second summation is taken over the divisor d of D. 
A vertex-transitive digraph is said to be strongly vertex-transitive if its group of 
automorphisms is cyclic. 
Cordlrvy 2.1. The number of labeled strongly vertex-transitive digraphs with a 
prime number p vertices is 
(4) 
proof, It follows from (3) with m = p - 1. 
Finally, we shall count the labelec? self-complementary digraphs with p vertices 
each of whose group is (R, P). We showed in [3] that a digraph with p vertices 
and with the group of automorphisms (R, TV) has degree a multiple of (Q - ¶)/m, 
since 7m fixes one vertex and is a collection of cycles of length (Q - 1)/m. A 
self-complementary vertex-transitive digraph with Q vertices has degree $(Q - 1). 
Thus, $(p - 1) is a multiple of (Q - 1)/m and m must be even. 
Tkorem 3. The number of labeled vertex-transitive self-complementary digraphs 
with a prime number p vertices and with the group of automorphisms (R, rm) is 
c 
D 
q c 4(d) l 2D’d]m(p -2)! 
d 
(5) 
where m is an even divisor of p - 1, tke first summation is taken over the even 
divisors D of m and the second summation is taken over the even divisors d of D. 
tif. We apply de Bruijn’s Theorem [l] to the enumeration (2) of digraphs each 
of whose group is (R, TV). By using at second permutation group which places 
each digraph in the same class with its complement as in [4] and [7], we are able 
to determine the number of those that are self-complementary. This number is 
c 
D 
‘(mdD) c 4(d) ?f!$ e2~z2’~:r,4+--,, 
D d 
(6) 
evaluated at z1 = z2 =. l l = 0. Since only even values of d result in non-zero 
partial derivatives, we combine (6) with Lemma 1 to obtain (5). 
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CZoruhy 3.1. The number of labeled sfrongly uert~x-trxutsitive self-complementary 
digraphs with a prime nudh?r p uertices i  
WhtYt? Danddure 
c cr((Q - lYDJ D c <b(d) l 2*ld (Q - I)! iDIp-1 dlD 1 (7) 
hmf. It follows from (5) by letting m = Q - 1, 
Cmdbuy 3.2. The total number of laMed verfex-trunsifi~ self-complementary 
digraphs with a prime number Q of Vetices is 
dm/D) 
D c +(d) l 2”‘” m(Q - 2)! 
3 
(8) 
dlD 
where m, D and d are even. 
pnrof, The total number is obtained by summing (5) over all even m. 
E-Be 2. For p = 13 we count the self-complementary vertex-transitive dig- 
raphs with 13 vertices and with the group of automorphisms (R, TV). For m = 12, 
& c 4(d) l 2’2/d -6 c 6(d) l 26/d 
d I 12 dl6 
-: c O(d) l 24/d +2=8-2-2-k1=5. 
diJ 
For m = 6, 
AdF64(d)-26’d-f 2:=2--14. 
For m = 4, 
i 1 4(d)-24’d-~=2=2-l-_1_ 
dl4 
By (8), the total number of labeled sclf-l;dmplementary vertex-transitive dig- 
raphs on 13 vertices is 
60* 11!+69 ll!i-4 11!+2~ ll!=72* 11! 
Finally, we observe that the total number of all labeled vertex-transitive 
digraphs with ;1 prime number p vertices is obtained by summing (3) for all m > 1 
such that m divides p - 1 p and adding 2 to include the labeled null and complete 
graphs. 
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A formula similar to our result in Lemma 2 was presented by Brian Alspach in 
“Point-symmetric graphs and digraphs of prime order aud transitive permutation 
groups of prime degree”, J. Combin. Theory (B) 15 (1973) 1247. 
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